INNES, M. A. Past Secrets HarperCollins 199/61 Ben Zipper
* IRELAND, DAVIDA Woman of the Future Allen Lane 200/40 Rose Creswell
IVERS, ROWENA The Spotted Skin Allen & Unwin 203/20 Nigel Krauth
JACOBS, PAT Going Inland FACP 203/46 Kristin Hammert
JENKINS, WENDY The Big Game FACP 202/41 Robyn Sheahan-Bright
JENNINGS, PAUL Sink the Gizmo Puffin 199/54 Leigh Williamson
JENNINGS, PAUL Unseen Puffin 207/ 42 Pam Macintyre
JENSEN, JO The Gyro Kids and the Teacher Creatures Maleny 199/54 Leigh Williamson
JINKS, CATHERINE Piggy in the Middle Penguin 202/39 Nicola Robinson
* JOHNSON, COLIN (now known as Mudrooroo) Doctor Wooreddy's Prescription for Enduring the Ending of the World Hyland House 200/14 Judy Duffy
JOHNSON, JUDY Wing Corrections Five Islands Press 205/35 Michael Sharkey
KELLY, DAVID & ANTHONY REID (eds) Asian Freedoms CUP 204/6 Joe Rich
KELLY, VERONICA Our Australian Theatre in the 1990s Rodopi 206/12
Katharine Brisbane
KENT, JEAN The Satin Bowserhead Hale & Iremonger 202/32 Jennifer Maiden
KERR, HEATHER & AMANDA NETTELBECK (eds) The Space Between UWA Press 206/21 Terri-ann White
* KERR, JOHN Matters for Judgment Macmillan 200/24 John McLaren
KIERNAN, BRIAN Studies in Australian Literary History 202/29 Peter Fierce
KINROSS-SMITH, GRAEME If I Abscond Spectrum Publications 206/41 Beate Josephi.
KINSELLA, JOHN The Hunt FACP 201/38 Michael Sharkey
KLEIN, ROBIN (illus. David Cox) Barney's Blues Puffin 206/43 Stella Lees
KNIGHTLY, PHILLIP A Hack's Progress Random House 198/7 Ann Skea
KRYGIER, MARTIN Between Fear and Hope ABCBooks 199/17 Robert Manne
LANGFORD, MARTIN In the Cage of Love's Gradings Island Press Co-op 203/38 J.S. Harry
Law/Text/Culture Macquarie University School of Law 203/46 Justin Clemens

McLEAN, IAN White Aborigines CUP 199/20 Robert Nelson
McMULLEN, SEAN The Centurion's Empire Tom Doherty/Tor Books 207/36 Russell Blackford
McNAB, CLAIRE Chain Letter Allen & Unwin 199/42 Sue Turnbull & R.J. Thompson
* MCASKIMMING, GEOFFREY Cairo Jim and the Sunken Sarcophagus of Sekhoret Hodder 200/60 Stephen Matthews
McASKIMMING, GEOFFREY Ascent into Asgard Hodder Headline 203/44
Barry Carozzi
* McVITTIE, WALTER Innocence and Experience Nelson 200/59 Margaret Dunkle
MACINTYRE, STUART The Reds Allen & Unwin 201/19 Ross Fitzgerald
MALONEY, SHANE Nice Try Text Publishing 201/34 J.R. Carroll
* MANNE, ROBERT The Culture of Forgetting Text Publishing 200/28 Inga Clendinnen
MANNE, ROBERT The Way We Live Now Text Publishing 202/6 Stuart
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MANNE, ROBERT (Foreword) Two Nations Bookman Press 205/12 Dennis Altman
* MARR, DAVID Patricia White: A Life Random House 200/19 David Malouf
* MARSDEN, JOHN The Dead of the Night Macmillan 200/60 Stephen Matthews
MARSDEN, JOHN Secret Men's Business Pan Macmillan 201/41 Peter Nicholls
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MASSON, SOPHIE Cold Iron Hodder 203/42 Peter Nicholls
MASTERTON, ANDREW The Last Days Picador 204/19 Fiona Capp
* MATTHEWS, BRIAN Louisa McPhee Gribble 200/25 Alex Clark
MATTHEWS, STEPHEN The Eye of the Soul Magpies 202/37 Jenny Pausacker
MEAD, JENNA (ed) bodyjamming Vintage 198/12 Kate Macdonell
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